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Interactive Session Plan ™

Coach Spring Community 2022

Session date

Week #1

U5/6

Team/Age Group

Time available

Dribbling - Comfort on the Ball
Objective Use this session to get to know kids names and needs.
Use our self reflection tool to get ready for the next session

30 Train / 30 Play

Get To Know You Dribbling
-All players without soccer balls to start.
- Have them run, skip, jump (body awareness) in the area.
- Call out a topic - # of siblings, Favorite ice cream, pizza, movie etc..
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- Add a soccer ball, continue with topics. Have players dribble.
Possible Coaching Points
-This is a Maze, body awareness activity
- Keep ball close while dribbling
- Change of speed, direction. Head up to find space and then groups
GUIDED QUESTION - I Wonder How We Can Find Groups?

Body Part Dribble
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- Begin without a ball. Have Players run, skip and jump.
- Coach calls out a body part and players have to touch that body part. You can also ask the players to
balance on one foot and touch their knee etc...
- Add a soccer ball and ask players to dribble in the grid and avoid collisions.
- Call out a body part and the players will stop the ball with that body part, for example "TOE or KNEE"
Possible Coaching Points - This is a Maze game
- Encourage them to dribble with small steps to keep ball under control
- Encourage them to listen while playing
GUIDED QUESTION - I Wonder If I Should Keep The Ball Close To Me Or Far Away?

Red Light, Green Light
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- All players on one end line.
- Start without soccer balls.
- Coach yells “Green Light” and players move/run forward.
- Coach yells “Red Light” and players stop.
- Add soccer balls.
Possible Coaching Points
- Keep ball under control.
- Coach can adjust and instead of yelling he/she can face forward or backward to signify start/stop.
- Encourage players to keep vision up.
- Be “Sneaky”
- Could use a player that won game as Stoplight.
GUIDED QUESTION - I Wonder How I Will Know When Coach Is Getting Close To My Soccer Ball?

3v3 The Game
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It is valuable to have a quick team meeting after the first session.
Introduce yourself. Open to Q & A
The goal of the session is to get to know the kids and families
Get to know your players names and needs.
Engage parents to help with games.
Have Fun.
Play 3 v 3.
Continue to work on the theme.
Mix teams to keep the game competitive.
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